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We study here a problem of singular perturbations for initial boundary value 
problems in a class of hyperbolic nonlinear partial differential equations which 
are of the type 
where L, = @/S - A, L, = u(a/at) + c& bk(8/hk), (x, t) E Q x 10, T[, 52 
bounded open set in (w”, x = (xr , x2 ,..., x,). 
The question of singular perturbations for the type “hyperbolic-hyperbolic” 
(according to the terminology of Lions [12]) seem to have been rarely studied. 
In the linear case Cauchy’s problem has been studied by Blonde1 [2, 31, 
Dzavadov [fi], Cole [4], and de Jager [S]. 
In the same Iinear case the initia1 boundary value probIem has been studied by 
Dzavadov [7], Genet and Pupion [IO] (f or convergence in Sobolev spaces) and 
Gee1 [9] (Chapter IV in particular and the Bibliography of the book of Lions [I 21 
can be consulted for other types of hyperbolic-hyperbolic problems)r. However, 
nonlinear hyperbolic problems do not seem to have been studied yet and this 
paper presents some results for a class of equations which are encountered in 
quantum field theory and have been studied by Lions and Strauss [14] for 
existence and uniqueness. Convergence theorems are obviously obtained in the 
case where operator L, divides operator L, (in the sense of Leray [I 11, Garding 
[S]) which is also the “time-like” situation. 
The following is an outline of our work. (1) Notations and general hypotheses; 
(2) A priori estimates; (3) Convergence of Us (in the case where L, + c,,Z is 
positive); (4) Convergence of u, and its derivatives (without assumptions about 
15, + coZ); (5) Remarks. 
I. NOTATIONS AND GENERAL HYPOTHESES 
Q is a bounded open set in IF, of class 9Fn.r (Necas [16]). X? = r is the 
boundary of Sz. We set Qt = 9 x IO, t[ (resp. & = r x [0, t]) Vt ~10, T] and 
1 See section following References. 
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& (rcsp. &) is written Q (resp. Z). 7’ is a real --.O. IL-e use the usual Sobole\ 
spaces: 
D(Q) (resp. LPp(Q)), 1 :< p < cc with the norm u ,, 
(resp. I/ uliB :.= (1: u jp + cl=1 / aupx, i5)l’“). For p =:= 2 we represent b! 
(u, v) = ssz U(X) n(x) dx the scalar product in L”(Q). For the duality between 
H-l(O), H,‘(Q) and D(Q), D’(Q) ((l/p) + (l/p’) =:: 1) we keep the same nota- 
tion (u, v). P(O, T;L:!Q)) = LP(Q) with the norm 1 u 1, . L2(0, T; H’(R)) with 
the norm 11 uiI2 = (so ,I u(s)lji ds)l12. Throughout his paper u’, u”, u”‘, represent 
the derivatives of u in the sense of vector-valued distributions on 10, T[. 
The classical formulation fthe problem we consider is 
$4: - 4) + au,’ + jJ bk Z$, + w + cl I u, I” u, = f, (1.1) 
k=l k 
PC 
%(X1 0) = %I 1 %‘(X, 0) = Ul > 
u,1p = 0. 
We write L,: v it L,v = av’ + ZE, b,(i%/ax,) (resp. L,: vw L,v = v’ - dv) 
the linear hyperbolic operator of first order (resp. of second order) 
a(~, v) the bilinear form 
s 
g&d u * g&d v dx. 
a 
The following variational problem is associated with the classical problem 
44, v) +4% > v>l +(Q4 > v> + (WE ,4 + @I I % IP u, 94 = (f, 4 
Vv E H,l(Q) n Lp(JJ), a.e. in t ~10, T[; U.2) 
II, E Lm(O, T; H,l(fz) n L”(D)), 24,’ E L’yO, T; L2(Q)); (1.3) 
U,(% 0) = %J , u,‘(x, 0) = 211; (1.4) 
u,, u1 given such that 
;E L2(Q), u. E Hoi(Q) n Lp(G), Ul E L2(Q), p=p+& 
p > 0 given; 
the variable coefficients a, b,, c0 , and c1 satisfy 
a, b, E Wl@(Q) n CO@), 
co EL=‘(Q), cl E W1@(Q), 
igf a(x, t) = 8 > 0; if P >o, Cl E CO(Q), and 
I 
L 
i;f c,(x, t) = y > 0. 
It is a classical f ct hat (1.3) g ives asense for (1.4). We indicate now two results 
which will be useful. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Existence and uniqueness). For E > 0 there is at least one 
solution u,of the problem ‘p, . If p < 2/(n - 2), n > 2; p >, 0, n < 2, the 
solution u, is unique. 
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THEOREM 1.2 (Regularity). With hypothesis Ha 
H,(i) HI with c, E W+(Q) and p d 2/(n - 2), p > 0 if n < 2; 
H,(ii) u0 E H:(G) n H2(SZ), u1 E H,l(Q), 
H,(iii) f’ ELM, 
for E > 0 there is a unique solution for the problem !& such that 
U, cLm(O, T; H,+(G) n H2(SZ)), 
u; EL”(O, T; H;(G)), u:l eL”(O, T;L2(SZ)). 
The proofs of these two theorems are similar to those given in Lions [13, 
Theorem 1 .l, p. 8 and Theorem 1.3, p. 171 taking into account hypotheses 
made for a, bR , c0 , cl , by the standard Galerkine method. 
In all that follows we set the fundamental hypothesis: 
CONDITION (A). At any point (x, t) of Q the subcharacteristic-characteristic 
associated with the first order operator-is “time like.” This is equivalent 
to saying that L, divides L,(in the sense of Leray). Condition (A) is then 
(A) ,& bk2(X, 4 < a2(x, 4 V(x, t)EQ. 
Consequences of (A). (1) If we consider the quadratic form 
(tl 3 t-2 ,***> 5,) to) E lQn+l* @(& > f2Y.Y &I, 5,) 
= 4," + 2 f ~%Mo + f tL2 
k=l k=l 
an elementary calculation shows that 
where 
w = i;f 1 - i (a-1)2 bk2 
( k=l 
(2) We deduce also from (A) that 
(1.5) 
VZJ EHi(Q), V0 E CO(Q), and 0 > 0 where wl is a constant > 0 dependent only 
on the coefficients. 
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2. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
The classical a priori estimates used for the proof of the existence of U, with 
an E fixed o not give sufficient information about he behavior fu, . It is 
necessary to obtain sharper stimates. For these, condition (A) becomes funda- 
mental. 
THEOREM 2.1. We suppose p < 2/(n - 2) if n > 2, p > 0 if n < 2; then 
there is q, > 0 such that VE E IO, q,[ we huwe 
I u, 12 + l I U,’ 12 + l 2 II ue 112 < K; 
where K12 = C’,(lfl~ + / u. 1: + E 1 u,, 1: + c2 i/ u,,# + c2 j u1 1:). Cl is u posi- 
tive constant, independent off, uO , u1 , E. 
In all the sequel for the proofs wewill write kj for constants which are inde- 
pendent off, uO , u1 , E. 
Proof, We show first the estimates with assumption H,, the regularity of u,
allowing a direct s udy which would be impossible with assumption H, only. 
Then we use a method of regularization to prove the theorem with hypo- 
thesis H,. 
(1) With assumption H,. We can make v = uf in (1.2). Then C(U~ ,uE) +
l (uc , 4 + (J%, , 4 + (cou, , 4 + (cl Iu, ID u, , 4 = (f, 4. By integration 






LY(U, , u,) ds - E 0t I uF’ 1; ds + Q I a1’2u, I;+ y 1’ I u, I; ds 
s 0 
(2.1) 
+fl:+PI+ y Iot I u, 1; ds f E I(u,‘, u,)l 
where 
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Now we make 7~ = a-k, in (1.2). (Th is is possible, precisely because of hypo- 
thesis H,.) We set u-1 = a, and obtain 
+ (aocou, 2 u,‘) + (U&l Iu, I0 UC , UC’) = (aof, us’). 
We integrate from 0 to t, and we integrate by parts for the three terms 
(4 ’ %U,‘)’ +, ’ a,~,‘), and (uOcr 1 u, 1~ u, , II,‘). Then the preceding equation 
becomes, after an obviously accurate estimate of
s (gAd ua . g&d u&i dx R 
by t II grad a0 IL Mu,, 4 + I ue’ I$ 
II,) + Jrb I
t ~ 
II,’ 1:ds + 
SC( 
ub au, u’ O kaxk' ( ds 0 k-1 1 
< jot (aof, us’) h + $-lo* (I u,’ I: + +, , 4) ds + 2 1’ I u, 1: ds 
0 
+ Jcb Kaocou, u,‘)l ds + f 
where 6, = it;f a0
cw 
p2 = E I(u,(x, 0))“2 u1 1; + E 
s 
u,(x) 0 1 g&d u. I2 dx 
R 
+ $ s, uo(x, 0) 4~’ 0) I uo Ip dx. 
We multiply (2.2) by2~ and we add the result to(2.1). In the first member of the 
new inequality appears the quadratic form 
g,* (!!I$ ,..., 2 , u;)= j-t CD (3,..., au, , :)ds
1 0 ax, ax, 
and we can apply (1.5) which yields 
@* (2 ,..., 2 , u:) 2 5 lot (I u,I 1; + a@, , u,)) ds. 
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In the second member the terms (auf, u ‘) and (a,~,+,  u ‘) are easily estimated. 
If we remark that here is an E” such that 
we can finally conclude: 
The proof is ended by a simple application of Gronwall’s emma, the constant K1 
coming from easy majorations f pi and pa . 
(2) With assumption H, . 
(i) If c,, E IV@(Q) we consider the triplet (f, u,, UJ E W with 
W =L2(Q) x E&l(Q) x P-(Q) and we associate to this triplet the unique solu- 
tion u, of $!, .The space W being provided with the product topology, there is a 
sequence oftriplets (f,us,, ur,U ) such that H, is satisfied and convergent to 
(f, uo , UJ in W. The associate solution u,,, of ‘5JJp,,, satisfies th  estimates obtained 
in (l), the correspondent constant K,,, being bounded independently of p. 
Therefore w can extract from the sequence u,,, a subsequence still written 
u B,ll 9 which converges inLm(O, T; H,l(sZ)) weak * to v, and such that u:,* 
converges weakly inL2(Q) to v,‘. We have also 
which yields that &‘p is bounded in L2(0, T; EP(a)) and then ulU converges 
weakly to vr in L2(0, T; H-‘(Q)). Finally, because zc,,, converges to v, weakly in 
ffYQ>, we have u,,, converges to v, in L2(Q) and consequently 
! %I I0 u,,, converges to I ve ID vc weakly in L@(Q) 
(Lions [13, Lemma 1.3, p. 121). Hence we can take the limit in p in the equation 
satisfied by u,,, and in the boundary and initial conditions. We deduce v, = u, 
which gives us the estimates of the theorem. 
(ii) If co E L”(Q) it is sufficient to approximate in L2(Q) with asequence of
functions co,, E EVa(Q) and to use the estimates of the point (i), the corres- 
pondent constant C,,, being dependent onco,, only for the term 1 co,, Irn and 
I c0.u lm< I co Im . 
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To compensate the behavior of derivatives of u, in the neighborhood f the 
surface defining the boundary layer it is natural to introduce w ll-chosen weight 
functions. We are then seeking estimates for 
but general assumptions made here do not allow us to obtain interesting estimates 
for each of the derivatives; however, the term &u, can be estimated inde- 
pendently of E with the additional condition 
(H,‘) L, is a vector field of class Cl on an open set which contains Q (Bardos [I]). 
852 being Cl piecewise, the unit normal outward vector to 2 = a!J x [0, T) 
exists a.e. Let Y = (or ,..., v, , 0) be this vector. We represent by A the subset 
of Z where v is not defined and we introduce the notations ,?- (resp. Z; , Z,,). 
Em== (x,t);(x,t)EZI-A; f b,v,<O 
i k=l I 
(resp. Cz==, bkvk > 0, xi==, bkvk = 0). 
We know that he set of the trajectories associated to L, which meet Y5’a u A 
is a null set for Lebesgue’s measure (Bardos [l]). 
Under these conditions there exist functions y which have the properties 
‘&(Mignot and Puel [15]) 
VI g, E CO@) n WlTQ), oe9,<1, 
p,=o in a neighborhood f Z+ in Z; 
Nr(ii) L,p? < 0 on Q. 
These functions also have properties which will be useful and are stated here. 
Property 2.2. (i) There is a null set 2 C Q such that V(x, t) E(Q - 2) U Z- 
there xists 9 satisfying 911, such that ~(x, t) # 0. 
(ii) For each compact KC Q with K n %(Z+) = 0 where %(Z;) is a 
neighborhood f Z+ in 2 there xists a function y satisfying ‘u,such that 
p)(x, t) > m > 0 on K. 
THEOREM 2.3. With assumption HI’, assuming that p < 2/(n - 2) if n > 2, 
p > 0 ifn < 2, we have, for each function qzsatisfying Cur(i): 
&” 1 &‘u,’ I2 + 1 y1’2Llu, I2< K, 1 c$‘%~ jg < K;” VE E 1% EO[ 
where G2= G(lf Ii + I u. I: + I u. I: + 6 I *I I: + 6 II uo lli) 
C,cst > 0 independent of f, u. , u1 and E. 
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Proof. We work again with the technique used for the proof of Theorem 2. I. 
One can easily verify that it is sufficient to prove Theorem 2.3 with ypothesis 
Ha only. The solution U, verifies 
~24: - EAU, +L,u, 7 cou, -7 c, J u, 1’ u, -: f in L’(Q) a.e. in t t IO, T[ 
and since vL1u, ELM we have 
(2.3) 
We transform the two terms 
by integration by parts in t and xk: .The term $(.4uE , vLlur) a% is also trans- 
formed by Green’s formula and integration by parts for CZ~U,‘. Theintegrals on 
Ct are gathered, taking into account u,lr = 0 which implies 
I grad 11, I2 = 12 I2 and 
So (2.3) has the form 
+ s,$ I F~‘~L~u< I; ds + $ I, clap, I u 1’ dx 
= d(f- I cou, 9 d+4 ds + ~3 +F, 
where p3 , being explicitly given in terms of data nd E, is bounded by 
(2.4) 
k3(1 uo 1; + E II uo 11; + E I Ul I3 
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and F, is an expression b unded by K,Kr2 thanks to the estimates of Theorem 
2.1. In addition we consider (1S) with & = (q)l12 u,’ and fk = (a~)‘/~ (&,/8x,) 
and this gives: 
On the other hand we have 
P-6) 
Therefore w can deduce from (2.4), taking into account (2.5) and (2.6): 
and the conclusions f Theorem 2.3 follow immediately. 
We investigate now estimates of vu< in L2(0, T;L2’f2(J2)) and in L2p+s(Q), 
these estimates b ing used in Section 3 for the study of the strong convergence of 
rpL1u, . They can be obtained through assuming a little more on f and zq, .
THEOREM 2.4. With assumptions HI’, H, , and f~ Lm(Q), q, EL”&‘), for 
each function F satisfying %, we hwe qmc E bounded set of L2(0, T; L2p+2(i2)) 
V~E]0,Eg[.IfO\<p~2/(n- 1)f orn>1,O~pforn=l thenp,Ebounded 
set of L20+2(Q). 
Proof. We set k” positive constant such that k’ > ([ u,, lrn + (1 c0 lm + 1 f 13 y-l 
and we are led to estimate the expressions 
we = (UE - ug - &)+ and w, = (24, - U” + ff)-. 
We use Stampacchia’s lemma ([17, p. 181) toset his following particular pro- 
perty: VVE Hi(Q) such that w < 0 in the sense of F(Q) one has 
w+ EL2(0, T; H,1@)), 0 q-s, 0) = 0, (~9) E L2(Q). 
It results from this tatement that 
v,’ ELM, and w,(x, 0)= 0. 
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Therefore we can set v = v2u, in (1.2) and integrate int from 0 to t. Eas! 
integrations by parts give 
taking into account L,p, < 0 and the choice of k” which yields 
(Co% + Cl I u, I0 u, -“f, V2V<) 3 0. 
Thanks to the estimates given by Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.3, and inequality- 
(1.6) with 0 = ‘p we can deduce from (2.7): 
nli (; = 1, 2) being constants independent of 6. Hence Gronwall’s lemma gives 
I~Ig~dv,I ls<m,. (2.8) 
In a similar way we prove 
I v I g&d w, I I2 < m4 . v-9) 
With the condition p ,( 2/(n - 2) (p > 0 if 1z < 2) (2.8) and (2.9) imply: 
pvC and vwE E bounded set in L2(0, T; L20+2(s2)) since Hi(Q) G L2pt2(J2) andso 
puF E bounded set in L2(0, T; L2~+2(ii))). If p < 2/(n - 1) (p > 0 if n = 1) we 
have P(Q) GL2p+2(Q) and then vu, E bounded set in L20+2(Q). 
3. CONVERGENCE OF u, (L, +c,,Z 3 0) 
In this ection we suppose that assumptions H,’ and H, hold. We show that U, 
converges in Lm(O, T; L2(G)) weak * and weakly in Lp(Q) on the one hand, and 
on the other hand in L”(0, T;&(Q)) and Ln(O, T; L&(Q)) to a function u 
satisfying among others: 
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We use a monotonicity and compactness method and we take a function q 
satisfying 91, . 
We introduce the space W&C,) = { w; w eL2(Qt) and L,w ELM} which has 
the following properties (Bardos [1]): Equipped with the norm 11 w Ijw,(L,) = 
[.ri (I wIX + I LlW Ii, w2, W&s) 1s a Hilbert space, Vt E [0, T]. For t = T, 
we denote by W(L,) the space WT(L,). For each function w in W,(L,), we
may define a trace w I(so>- in L,“,,((aQ,)-) and the mapping w ++ w I(so,)- is 
continuous from W,(L,) to L&,((8Qt)-). Under assumption H,’ and H, , the 
estimates obtained in Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 imply the existence ofa sub- 
sequence of {u,}, again written {u,> such that 
u, - u in Lm(O, T; L2(sZ)) weak * and weakly in LP(Q), 
(3.1) 
v, = ps - v weakly in W(L,) and v = cpu, (3.2) 
I % P%-\X weakly in LP’(Q). (3.3) 
Boundary conditions and initial condztions satisfied 6y u. It results from (3.2) 
that 6, = vC - vu,, converges, weakly, in W(L,) to v” = v - q~u, .As CC belongs 
to the closed subspace of functions belonging to W(L,) and equal to zero on 
@Q>- 1 we have: 
B Itao)- = 0 and we deduce from the property 2.2(i) that u I.r- = 0. (3.4) 
Furthermore, as u, is continuous from [0, T] to L2(12) and 1 u,(t)12 < C, 
Vt E [0, T] we deduce from (3.1) that u<(t) - u(t) weakly in L2(fJ), Vt E[0, T]. It 
follows: 
u(0) = 210 . (3.5) 
Taking the limit nthe quation as E-+ 0. 
6) ,u: - 0 in D’(Q) because &12u,’ is bounded in L2(Q); 
EAU~ + 0 in a’(Q) because S/‘%, is bounded in L2(0, T, H,,1(12)). 
(ii) L,u, +L,u in D’(Q), 
We deduce from (i) and (ii) that u satisfies theequality: 
L,u + c,,u + cIx = f in D’(Q) and in L2(Q). (3.6) 
(We observe that (3.6) implies: L,u EL*‘(Q).) The difficulty now is to prove that 
x = ] u 10 u; this is the purpose of Theorem 3.2, but we previously set up a 
Green’s formula relative to operator L, from Bardos’ results. For this, we 
consider: 
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- the space D,(L,) = {w; w E W&5,), w / tp,)- = 0 and w(0) = u,)J ; 
- the assumption (B): 22.. is a finite reunion of (n - I)-dimensional 
submanifolds; 
- the space L,,2((Zt)+) f o measurable functions w,on (ZJ, such that 
k,;,, 1 il bkvk I w2drds < +co. 
By the transformation 6 = w - ~a, we go back to Bardos’ conditions and we 
obtain the Green’s formula relative to operator L,for functions w E D,(L,) in the 
following form: 
LEMMA 3.1. VW E D,(L,), we have w It,,.)+ ELLS+) and the equality 
s 
t (L,w, w) ds 
D 
1 =- 
s 2 D 





w2 dx ds. (3.7) 
We return ow to our former problem, and from now on, in this ection, we
suppose (A, + c,J) is positive, that is, condition (C): 
(C) 2c, - a’ - 2 3 > 0. 
k=l axk 
We first set up 
THEOREM 3.2. The solution u, of the problem ‘!$I, converges inLm(O, T; L”(Q)) 
weak * and weakly in LP(Q) to the solution II of the problem: 
au’+f b,~+c,u+c,IuI~u=f in Lp'(Q) 
P k=l k 
u E Lm(O, T; L2(52)) n LP(Q); u Iz = 0, u(0) = u, . 
Furthermore 1 u, 10 u, convmges weakly to 1 u jp u in L*‘(Q) ((l/p) + (l/p’) = 1). 
Proof. We have only to prove that x = 1 u /p u. We use a monotonicity 
method. Let YE Lp(Q) and the expression 
X,(Y) = J)= MU: 2 P2%) + 4% 9 F”%> + ((Ll + cd> (Ur - 4, F2(Ur - 4) 
+ (~1 Iu, ID u, - cl I Y lp K v2(uc - y>)> dt 
where q~ satisfies conditions ‘& . 
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(a) We have 1% X,(Y) > 0. By integrating by parts the term 
si 04 f v2uJ dt and using (1.6) it follows that: 
E ,T ((4, p2uJ + +, , v”uJ> dt 3 S, I (3.8) 
where 
q~u~(p’u~’ + g;d v . g&d u,) dx dt - EWE 
s T I PlL~uc Iidt. 0 
It results from Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 that S, -+ 0 as E + 0; then 
1% E joT W > $4 + +, , BuJ> dt 3 0. (3.9) 
Let us consider 
WI + cd) (4 - u>, P2(U, - 4) 
= @I + co4 904 - u>z due - 4) - ((W (4 - 4, due - 4) 
(which is possible). Lemma 3.1 and condition (C) imply 
joT ((4 + col) (u, - 4, v2(ue - 4) dt 3 it s, q2(u, - u)” dx > 0. (3.10) 
Hence, we deduce from (3.9), (3.10), and the monotony of the mapping 
X + 1 h 1~ hthe property (a). 
(b) lime,, X6(Y) = si (c& - 1 Y 1“ Y), v2(u - Y)) dt. We write X,(Y) 
as: 
X,(yu) = jar (5 v2”J dt - ,,I* (~1 Iu, ID u, , y,“y) dt 
- jo= h I y I“ K v2(u, - y>> dt - j#T ((4 + co4 u, v2(uc - u)) dt 
- I oT (4% + cd> *, > ~4 dt 
and we obtain the result (b) by using (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.6), and by taking the 
limit as ~‘0. 
(c) Conclusion. Itresults from (a) and (b) that si (cl(x - 1 Y 10 Y), 
cp2(u - Y)) dt > 0, VY EL”(Q). By c h oosing Y = u + A@, Q, EL”(Q), h> 0 
and taking the limit as X + 0 we obtain 
I 
= (cl& - } u 1” u), cp%D) dt < 0 V@ ELM. 
0 
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For each function @ E D’(Q), there xists a function y satisfying properties ?I, 
and such that g, 2 m > 0 on supp @ (property 2.2(ii) so x - 1 u 10 u == 0 in 
D’(Q) and therefore inP’(Q). 
Then, u is a solution fthe problem P. The uniqueness results from Bardos 
[l]. We may also btain results ofstrong convergence. 
THEOREM 3.3. (i) For each function p satisfying condition YI, , 9uG converges 
to vu in L”(0, T; L’(G))) and v2/%, converges tocp2iPu inLP(Q). 
(ii) u, converges tou in Lm(O, T;LF,,,(G)), in Lp(O, T;LF&(fi)), and in 
La(Q)> b <P. 
Proof. (i) We take the expression X, = X,(u) again. It results from (3.8), 
13.10) and the minoration for p > 0 
(1% ID % - I % lPv2, Vl - 772) 3 P / Vl - v2 lP, P>O 
{Lions [12, p. 2001) that we have 
Thus the result (i) is set up since lim,,, S, = 0 and lim,,, Xi, = 0 according 
to (b) of the preceding proof. 
(ii) We deduce from (i) and property 2.2(ii) that u, converges to u in 
L&(0, T; LF&R)) and in P(O, T; Ly&(fi)). F ur th ermore, as puE converges to yu 
in D’(Q), there xists a subsequence, again denoted by u, , such that ~‘u, + yu 
a.e. in Q, therefore that u, + u a.e. in Q (property 2.2(i)). 
On the other hand, as (u, - ~)n is bounded inL.p/q(Q), Vq < p, we deduce that 
{u, - u)Q- 0 weakly in P/Q(Q) (a subsequence), Vq <p, from where u, con- 
verges to u strongly inD(Q). 
The problem on the convergence of the derivatives is olved only for Liu, 
in the outline of this ection. (Under the assumption of this ection, we cannot 
expect anything more for the derivatives &,/ax, .) 
THEOREM 3.4. We suppose: f ELm(Q), u0 ELM), p < 2/(n ~ 1) ;f 1z > 1 
(p 3 0 ;fn = 1) 6,’ = 0, K = 1, 2 ,..., n. Then: 
(i) For each function q~ satisfying 2X,with p’ = 0, pr12L,u, converges to
qY12L,u in L2(Q) where Y = sup@, 3). 
(ii) L,u, comxrges to L1* in L2(0, T; L2(9’)) where 52’ is an open subset of [w” 
such that Sz’ C Sz, J? n B(T+) = 0, where B(r+) is a neighborhood f 
i 
in r. 
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Proof. The fact that the coefficients b, are independent of t implies the 
existence offunctions v,independent of t and satisfying XI,. We consider the 
expression 
(a) 2% Y,(t) = 0. 
We have only to transform Y,(t) by using (1 .l) and taking into account 
94% - ?L,u weakly in Lz(Qt). 
(b) !im j” ((~1 I u, ID u, 9 v&4 - (VP-~ Iu Ip u, ~$4) ds > 0. (3.12) 
a-0 0 
In order to study the term J-i (ci 1u, 1~ u, , rfL,u,) dsas E -+ 0, we integrate 
by parts and we obtain: 
where 
Then it remains to prove that (I/p) R = si (cl+ / u ID u, rpL,u) ds (integration 
by parts being not possible a priori because of the lack of regularity of u). We 
consider, onthe one hand, 
s 
ot (cipl-l ) u 1“ u, yL,u) ds = lim E’O it (clP I u, I0 u, > 4,~) ds 
(since q.P+l I u, ID u, - qF+l I u ID u weakly in L2(Qt), Theorems 2.4 and 3.2) and 
we show, on the other hand, that 
!J+y jot (cl+ ( u, lo u, , q&u) ds = R - (p + I) lt (cl+ I u ID u, qL,u) ds. 
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(c) We obtain from Y,(t) the inequality-: 
with %ii;,,, H (t) < 0. To demonstrate this inequality we transform the terms 
Ji (uz ,$LIu,) ds and $, (du E, +!L1~J ds in the same way as in Theorem 2.3 
and taking into account properties of function y, (1.5), (1.6) with P = -T~-~I!+JJ. 
Then, it follows: 
We now use (b). Equations (3.12) and (3.14) imply (3.13) with 
H,(t) = Y,(t) + ?n2E -
s t {(cou, ,~%4 - (cou, v%u)) ds 0 
(d) Conclusion. The inequality (3.13), written i the form 
with 
implies 
I t H,(s) e-a” ds. 0 
As 1 H,(s)J isbounded by a constant independent of E, we deduce from (3.13) that 
tiG, 1: I ~+‘/a&~~ -Lru)Ji ds < 0. Theorem 3.4 follows. 
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4. CONVERGENCE OF u, AND ITS DERIVATIVES 
(WITHOUT CONDITION ON L, +cJ) 
In this ection westudy the behavior fu, when we do not suppose the condi- 
tion L, + cd is positive; however, assumptions Hr’, H, , (A), and (B) hold 
throughout this ection. 
The following results from Section 3 remain valid. There xists a ubsequence 
extracted from u, , again written u,, such that 
weakly *in Lm(O, T; L2(12)) and weakly in L”(Q); 
weakly in L2(Q); 
weakly inP’(Q); 
where v satisfy 
L,v + cov + ClX =j-9 
v Ir- = 0, v(x, 0) = 110. 
The monotonicity method oes not permit us to obtain x = 1 v 10 vwithout the 
condition L, + cd positive, this in particular forthe case of equations studied 
by Lions and Strauss [14]. 
From now on, in this ection, we put co = 0 to simplify calculations (the
results are valid without this condition) a dwe write cinstead ofc, . 
We consider a priori the solution u of the problem 
p 
I 
LlU + c I u Ip u=f, 
u Ir- = 0, u(x, 0) = 240 (4.1) 
having enough smoothness properties (that isvku E L2(0, T; Hr(SZ))) andthen we 
show that u is the limit of u, particularly in the spaces Lm(O, T; Leo,) and 
WQ), Vq -c P- 
The first theorem of this ection isdevoted tothe study of the regularity of u.
In order to assert these properties, w  draw up additional assumptions on f 
because of the nonregularity of u under the only conditions: f, f‘E L2(Q); the 
derivatives of u generally having poles on the part 2Yo f .Z. We impose on f the 
hypothesis Ha:
H&j f E L2(0, T; WQ)), 
H,(ii) f= 0 on % ==%(20uA)nZ- where %(Zg u /l) 
is a neighborhood of 2Jo v A in Z. (4.2) 
Then, there xists h > 0 such that En= b k r kvr < --X on (Z) - II) thanks to the 
continuity Of the mapping h: (X, t) M & bkVk . 
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THEOREM 4.1 (Properties of u). The problem $3 admits a ukque solution u 
which has the following properties: 
(i) u E L”(0, T; L2(Q)) n D’(Q) and f OY each function ‘psatisfying conditions 
‘L[l(i)? 
where Ki2 =~= C,‘(lf 1: + I/ uO 11: f j uO 1;) with Cl’ constant independent of f 
and u,, .
(ii) For each function v satisfying conditions %, 
rp3/% EL=(O, T; H&?)), qm4’ E L2(Q), 
11 y3/2u Ii2 + 1 y3/2u‘ I2 < K,’ 
where Ki2 = C2’W) II f/l&Z) + 11 f11: + /j u,, 11:) with C,’ a constant independent 
off and uO . 
(The conditions on ur and (A) are of course useless for Theorem 4.1.) 
Proof, The properties ofthe function u are derived from the regularized 
parabolic problem 
pd”, tJ%% + c I f-G Ii)% =f, 
(4.3) 
( u, 1.z = 0, u&Y, 0) = uo . 
We easily verify by the standard Galerkine’s method that he regularized problem 
admits a unique solution u,which has the following regularity: 
24, ~Lm(0, T, Ho1(12) n H2(i2)), 
u,' cL2(0, T; Ho1(J2)) n L"(0, T; L2(Q)). 
Furthermore we obtain: uz ELM by d’ff I erentiating Eq.(4.3) with respect to t. 
On the other hand, we obtain the following estimates onu,: 
I un I2 G K,‘, I %I I, G (KI’)2’” 
by taking the scalar product in L2(@ of both sides of (4.3) with u,; 
I v~‘~L,u,, 12 < K ‘, 
the same way as in Theorem 2.3; 
I y3j2 Ig&d u, I I2 < K2’, I T~‘~u,,’ I2 -cK2’ 
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by taking the scalar p oduct of (4.3) with T,“(u,,’ - Au,,), byusing integration 
by parts, Green’s formula, nd property (4.2). We deduce from these apriori 
estimates heexistence of asubsequence, again denoted by u, , such that: 
24, - u in L”(0, T; L2(Q)) weak * and weakly in L*(Q), 
I %I lP%l-x weakly in P’(Q), 
v3i3un- v313u inL”(0, T;E&l(Q)) weak *, 
v 31~~1~ v313ul weakly in L2(Q). 
Then we obtain as in Section 3:
n 
au’f i b,$+cx=f, 
k=l k 
u IL = 0, u(x, 0) = ug . 
Furthermore p312u,, converges weakly in Hr(Q), then strongly inL2(Q) and a 
subsequence converges almost everywhere in Q. The property 2.2(i) mplies that 
the subsequence u, converges almost everywhere inQ, therefore x = 1 u 1~ u. 
Thus, there xists a olution u of the problem 5j3 satisfying properties (i)and (ii) 
of Theorem 4.1. The uniqueness comes from Bardos’ results. Then we obtain 
for u, the following results ofconvergence: 
THEOREM 4.2 (Weak convergences andstrong local convergences of u,). 
For each function qzsatisfying condition 9L, , we have: 
(i) 1 v312(uE - u)j2 < KA2, 1 v3/P(u, - u)l, < K2Wlp where K2 = 
w/4 llf IlhZ~ + 11 f11: + 11 u0 11: + E I u1 1:) with C constant independent off, 
110 3 u,; 
(ii) p312u, - v312u weakly in L2(0, T, H,l(J2)), 
v3~3u 
E 
I- v3t3u' weakly inL2(Q); 
(iii) u, - u inL”(0, T; L2(sZ)) weak *, weakZy inD(Q) and strongly i&q(Q), 
VP <P* 
I u, - u lLetO,) e Kc~‘~, 1 u, - u JLgto,) < K2’“W’ 
where Q’ is an open set of R”+l such that Q’ C Q, p n %(Z+) = m where B(.Z+) 
is a neighborhood f Z; in Z. 
Remark. The results ofTheorem 4.2 (and of Theorem 4.3) can be set up 
without assumption H, , if we suppose that he solution u of problem Cp possesses 
the properties of regularity written i Theorem 4.1. 
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Proof of (i) and (ii). We put w, = u, - u. The following properties are 
results from Theorems 1.2 and 4. I. 
F3i2w, eLm(O, T; H01(12)), p3’%ct’ E L”(Q), 
EU: - EAU, + Llw, t ~(1 24, 10 U, - j 24 /I) U) == 0 a.e. in L”‘(G), 
a.e. tE IO, I’[, 
@‘220,(x, 0) == 0. 
(4.4) 
By taking the scalar product of both sides of (4.4) with $w~ , using integration 
by parts and Green’s formula, it follows, after having integrated from 0 to t: 
E(u~‘, p3w,) -t E It (I q3’2 Igrad w, 1 1: - I p73’2we’ 1:)ds 
0 
+ 3~ Iv, (grad v * $ g&d 2c,) w,dx ds + + I u~‘~~~‘~w, 1: 
1 
j( 




q3wc2 dx ds - 2 
f 2 Qf 
q2w,2L,~ dx ds 
+ jot (4 UC Ip UC - I 24 I0 4 v34 h 
=d ot (c$J2u’, cp3’2w,‘) ds 
-•E s,, v3 g;d u . g;d wu, dx ds + 3~ joti v2qYu,‘w, dx ds. (4.5) 
Then the estimates ofTheorems 2.3 and 4.1, inequality (1.6) with 0 = v3/2, 
and condition 2& imply 
where 
r-L1 2 = k, ( f Ilf II&) + IMI”, + II uoll,” + E Iu1 I:) * 
Gronwall’s lemma applied to (4.6) and ‘Theorem 2.3 allow us to conclude the 
proof. 
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Proof of (iii). S ince v3/2(~E - U) tends trongly to0 in Lm(O, T; La(Q)) and 
u, - v weakly star in Lm(O, T; L2(Q)) ti results from the properties of functions 
q~ that v = u, that is: 
u, - u in L”(0, T, P(sZ)) weak * and weakly inLP(Q). 
To show that u, --+ uin D(Q), Vq < p, we use the same argument as in Theorem 
3.3. At last he property 2.2(ii) implies the estimates of u, - u in L”(Q’) and 
WQ')- 
THEOREM 4.3 (Strong local convergence of the derivatives). If the coef- 
ficients b, are independent oft, with y satisfying conditions 2X1and independent oft, 
we have: 
(i) vr12U, + @12U in L2(0, T; Ho1(12)), 
q@q j qyP”1 in L2(Q) where T = sup(3p/2, 5); 
(ii) u, + u in L2(0, T, Ill&?‘)) and ue’ -+ u’ in L2(0, T; L2(sZ’)) 
where S2’ is an open set such that sz’ C Sz and 0’ r\ B(I’+) = 0. 
Proof. (a) On a first ep, we show that 
@L,U, - qGL,u in L”(Q), 
$l2cp%, --f 0 in L2(sZ) Vt E [0, T], 
&p~I%4 -+ 0 in L2(0, T; &l(Q)). 
We take once more the expression Y,(t) introduced forTheorem 3.4 with c, = 0, 
ci = c. Then, we use the same argument as in Theorem 3.4. Moreover, the 
proof is simplified thanks to the smoothness properties of u (integration by 
parts is valid for the term 
s 
ot (c@ 1 u 1~ II, qL,u) ds). 
(b) We obtain the result similar to(4.5) (with v’ = 0) by multiplying 
(4.4) by~rw, instead ofv3w, .Then, we deduce from (1.6) with ti = ~pr/~, condi- 
tion 911 and the estimate 1 y312w, [a< KG12 : 
F jot Iy7’2 1g&d w, 1 1,” ds+ $ I P”~w, 1,” < A, + g I” 1 r$‘2~, 1,” ds (4.7) 
0 
with lim,,, A = 0 by taking into account (a) and part (ii) of Theorem 4.2. 
By writing (a/2) Z’(t) < A, + (M/2) 2(t) with Z(t) = (l/e) jiI qTlzwE 1:ds we 
deduce from (4.7) that q~r/~w, - 0in L2(0, T; H,l(G)). Asq~~/~L,w, + 0in L2(Q) 
(part (a)) we also have y r12w,’ + 0 in L2(Q). Theorem 4.3 follows. 
Remark 4.4. For the particular c se when f belongs to L2(0, T; Iz&~(G)) 
assumption H,(ii) and (iii) are useless toobtain part (i) of Theorem 4.2. In fact 
we consider a sequence oftriplets (f,,uo,,,  urJ satisfying assumption Ha and 
convergent to(f, u. , ul) in L2(0, T, Hoi(Q)) x Ho1(52) x L2(G). The solution 
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u,,, (rev. d of problem ‘%,, (resp. VP,) verifies part (i) of Theorem 4.2 and w-e 
obtain the estimates for(q - U) by passing tothe limit as ,U + 0. 
5. REMARKS 
5.1. Linear Case 
In this case the results of Section 3 are obtained with fewer assumptions. In 
fact, hypotheses H,(ii) and (iii) and condition (C) are used only for the mono- 
tonicity method in Theorem 3.2 and hypothesisf c Lm(Q), u,, E L”(G)) intervenes 
only for the nonlinear term in Theorem 3.4. Then here we assume only hypo- 
thesis H,’ and conditions (A), (B). 
THEOREM 5.1. (i) The solution u, of problem Cp, converges inLm(O, T; L2(@) 
weak * to u, solution fproblem P as E -+ 0. 
(ii) Moreover, ;f we assume that L, + c,I is positive and that H, holds we 
have 
9% - P” in L”(O, T; L2(1;2)), VT satisfying !llI, , 
u, -+ u in L”(0, T; L&(G))) and in L”(Q) vq < 2. 
If the coeficients b, are independent of t then 
v3/2L1uE -+T~/~L,u in L2(Q) with 9) independent of , 
Llu, + L,u in L2(0, T; L2(SY)), LTCQ, Q’n iI? = 0. 
We can also specify the convergence of u,‘. 
THEOREM 5.2. With assumption H,, if the coeficients b, are independent of t, 
uc’ converges tou’ in L”(0, T, L2(G’)) weak *. 
Proof. We have, for 77, = u,‘: 
l UJ - EAU, + au,’ + f b, 2 + (a’ + c,,) U, = f’ - c,Ju, 
k=l 
and then we can apply Theorem 2.1 for U, . 
The results ofSection 4 are obviously valid in the linear case and can be 
improved by using linear interpolation (Lions [12]) from Theorem 2.1, Theo- 
rem 5.1, and Remark 4.4. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let B be 0 < 0 < 1. If f EL2(0, T; [H,l(sZ); L2(J2)le) then. 
(i) For each function ~JJ satisfying ‘&:
1 c$‘2(U6 - u)12 < K’d-@‘2 
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with C’ independent off, u , u1 , and E. 
(ii) I u, - u IPW) < K ‘&s)/z with Q’ open set such that 
Q’CQ, Qn%(Z+)= 125. 
(iii) In particuZar iff ELz(O, T; fP(fJ)), 0 < s < + with Sz suficiently 
smooth we have 
1 qYyu, - u)l, < K’c- 
5.2. Case n = 1 
We assume for simplification Sz = IO, I[, coefficient b,(x, t) independent of t 
and strictly positive. We denote it b(x). In this case we can obtain better esults 
by pointing out boundary-layer functions (which here play the part of “cor- 
rectors,” see Lions [12]). We assume Hr’, H, , condition (A), aE P(Q), and u 
sufficiently smooth (u E H4(Q)). We set 
O,,, = -(u’(x, 0) - xu’(1, 0) e-bo)(l-r)lf) a- (x, 0) (1 - e-a(z*O)t/r), 
e,., = -XU( 1, t) e-b(l)(l-z)/~. 
By taking 6, = &,,l + S,,, we obtain 
THEOREM 5.5. 
I U, - (4 + 41~ G ~~1/2, I U - (4 + 41~ G ~~117 
U, - (e, + 4 converges to 0 weakly in -WA T; W(~)), 
u,’ - (e,’ + u’) converges to 0 weakly in L2(Q). 
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II. Case n = 1 
We assume for simplification n = IO, l[, coefficient b,(x, t) independent of t and 
strictly positive. We denote it b(x). 
In this case we can obtain better esults by pointing out boundary-layer functions 
(which here play the part of “correctors” Lions [12]). 
We assume H’, , Hz , condition (A), a f C?(g) and u sufficiently smooth (u E H4(Q)). 
We set 
e ~,1 = --(+, 0) - &(I, 0) e-blllll-T)/e) a-‘(x, @(I - pwl~/c) 
e E.2 = --xu(l, 2) e-bll)ll-z)/r 
By taking t$ = e&t + &.a we obtain 
THEOREM 5.5. 
I fdE - (8, + U)I~ .G c l 2 1 u, - (e, + ~4)1~ G d/p 
us - (0, + u) conwerges to0 weakly iti La(O, T; HOI(Q)) 
21, ’ - (0,’ + u’) converges to0 weakly in L2(Q). 
